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Editors note

Hare Krishna to you all! Hope you are keeping well. Welcome
to this month’s “Janmashtami special” edition. As we get
ready to celebrate one of our most auspicious events it’s our
pleasure to bring before you some inspiring articles that is
sure to nourish and uplift the soul. “Appearance of the
unborn” is a metaphorical account of how love of God is
manifested in our heart when our hearts and minds are
cleansed of vices that have accumulated over many births. In
the same vein, “Embracing eternity” encourages the reader
to direct one's focus on the highest eternal truth and "Back to
Farm" emphasises the need to live in harmony and restore
balance in nature. If you have wondered how to remain
happy always “On Happiness” shares a wonderful insight. We
also encourage our readers to browse through our life
changing School of Bhakti courses and events in this edition
and sign up! We hope you find this newsletter elevating and
nourishing.
In your service,
The Elevate Team
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UPCOMING
COURSES

TO REGISTER: https://schoolofbhakti.com/courses-on-offer/

SPECIAL EVENTS

Appearance of Lord Balarama
Friday 12 August 2022

Appearance of Srila Prabhupada
Saturday 20 August 2022

Snana Yatra
Sunday 28 August 2022

COME VOLUNTEER WITH US!
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Appearance of the Unborn
By Kiran Tailor

Janmashtami marks the day when the supreme Lord, Sri Krsna descended 5,000 years ago to re-establish the
principles of dharma! When it comes to “sin” we generally associate this with external criminal-like behaviour
that are transgressions against the law of the land. But seldom do we realise that the seed of sins are actually
buried deep inside our hearts and minds. They can wreak havoc externally on the world when we fail to
conquer ourselves internally. According to the ancient Vedic scriptures, there are six anarthas (unwanted
qualities) in our heart namely, kama (lust), krodha (anger), lobha (greed), moha (illusion), mada (pride) and
matsarya (envy). These anarthas are the root cause of sinful transgressions and suffering in the world. Lord
Krsna appeared in the darkness of the midnight (representing the ignorance of our heart) on Janmashtami. He
appeared after the six sons born to Devaki and Vasudeva were killed by the hands of Kamsa. Our great
acharyas explain that:
 Devaki represents us as the conditioned soul;
 Kamsa represents our existential fear of material existence, and
 The six sons represent our six “anarthas” or unwanted characteristics.
The appearance of Lord Krsna after the disappearance of the six sins as represented by the six sons reveals
that pure love of God can be attained when the inner enemies of lust, anger, greed, illusion, pride and envy
have been uprooted and cleared out through spiritual knowledge and self-realisation. Lord Balaram, who was
the seventh son of Devaki represents this spiritual knowledge. After attaining spiritual knowledge and
surrendering, the Supreme Lord, Krsna, who appeared as the eighth son of Devaki reveals Himself to us in
our heart just as He did to Devaki and Vasudeva. Lord Krsna declares in the Bhagavad Gita that he is actually
‘ajam’ - meaning unborn. Yet, out of causeless mercy for mankind He voluntarily descends by taking birth on
Earth to deliver the pious, annihilate the miscreants and to re-establish the principles of moral law.
On this special occasion of Janmashtami let us pray to the Unborn, Krsna to remove the six enemies in our heart
and let us make a sincere attempt to revive our true spiritual self through spiritual knowledge. Let us come
together and re-establish our divine relationship with the Supreme Lord, Krsna! Hare Krsna! Happy
Janmashtami!

Davidand
On Turning Challenges into Opportunity

Goliath
Embracing eternity
By Bhakta David
In Krishna consciousness the golden rule is to always remember Krishna and to never forget Krishna, all
other rules are subservient to this one. I personally was given the realization that the majority of
engagements that I was accustomed to before practicing the teachings of Krishna consciousness were
impermanent. Everything in the material existence is impermanent. Everything material will go through the
process of being born, growing, remaining for some time, producing by products, dwindling and finally
being vanquished. Modern science has concluded that the universe is expanding and Srila Prabhupada
has stated that this may be the case but even the universe will eventually start to dwindle and be
vanquished. When we associate with the material energy the outcome is always a lack of fulfilment and
further entanglement. By engaging in the process of devotional service we begin to associate with that
which is everlasting. We are either associating with the material energy of the spiritual energy. In today’s
world we are culturally programmed to think of our own comforts and enjoyment rather than the Lord’s.
This culture which is focused on the gratification of our own senses means that we are embracing that
which is impermanent. This means that our original spiritual nature will not be satisfied. Our deepest need
as a spirit soul is to serve Krishna as a natural expression of our love. The process of devotional service
means that we can engage material things appropriately in the Lord’s service. When this is done that
which is material becomes spiritual. This process is known as yukta-vairagya. Yukta-vairagya means that
we act in Krishna consciousness and give the fruits of our actions for Krishna’s pleasure. Everything is
originally spiritual because it is all Krishna’s energy, but due to our being influenced by the illusory material
energy we perceive duality as the distinction between matter and spirit. This is how we embrace that
which is eternal, we act for the Lord’s pleasure under the instructions of his authentic representative the
spiritual master.
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STUDENT
REFLECTION
Harmonium &
Singing Course
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In 2019, I began studying Harmonium and Singing at Bhaktivedanta Manor. We were a small group to start with
but word spread and more students started to enrol. During lockdown classes moved online. This option
continued when sessions resumed at the Haveli enabling students from around the globe to participate. The
devotee we have been fortunate enough to learn from is Prema Sankirtana Prabhu, an experienced musician and
composer who has led kirtans for decades and regularly serves on the altar. The program of study includes
learning to sing and play various Hare Krishna melodies. The beautiful temple songs including Jaya RadhaMadhava, Sri Sri Gurv-astaka and Sri Nrisimha Pranama are taught as well as bhajans for festivals. Early on,
students are instructed in music theory which helps develop the ability to analyse and understand how musical
compositions are structured. As students advance, the system of ragas is introduced which leads to greater
musicality as well as opportunities to compose and receive feedback. Students are encouraged to develop their
musical awareness through practical skills yet reminded that their own japa is essential sadhana. The learning
environment is positive and focussed while being fun and co-operative. Classes consist of students with or
without any musical experience and of all ages; there are parents and children, couples, those who have already
been introduced to the Krishna conscious philosophy as well as newcomers. The transcendental sound vibration
unites us all. Undertaking the harmonium and singing course has made it easier to explore the other instruments
used in kirtan; those of us who have been studying consistently have been able to engage in regular kirtan service
at the temple particularly on Sundays as well as festivals and house programs to share the maha mantra more
widely. Fellow students say how grateful they are to have been able to study this course. Personally, there is much
to reflect on. I have come to appreciate more deeply the acaryas’ devotion by singing and meditating upon their
prayers. Learning about the system of ragas has been a reminder that bhakti-yoga allows me to express myself
naturally within parameters that are there to help and guide. It has been possible dovetail my interest in music
and explore creative devotional projects, endeavouring to offer back what I can as nicely as I can.
Harmonium and singing classes are held on Saturdays.
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BACK TO THE FARM
HEALING OUR HEARTS
AND THE PLANET
BY GITA PARIHAR
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The natural world has always held a special place in my heart. Despite growing up in an urban London
environment, I loved greenery, trees and flowers from a young age. When I was about 4 years old, kind friends
of my parents took my family on our very first visit to Bhaktivedanta Manor. I still remember the joy and
peacefulness I felt playing on the wide green lawns and seeing the cows, as well as my special new keyring
featuring Lord Krishna and a cow! Alongside spiritual growth, our family pilgrimages to see Sri Sri Radha
Gokulananda gave my sisters and I regular access to a more rural space. When I grew up, my sense of love
and connection with nature led me to become an environmental lawyer. In the Vedic texts, Mother Earth is
known as Goddess Bhumi, or Prithvi. She supports all living beings on this planet, providing for our needs
through a beautiful system where the skies, oceans and the land are interconnected. Unfortunately, modern
material life is destroying this balance. Every day we hear news of fresh environmental harm caused by
pollution, loss of biodiversity and our changing climate. Summer heatwaves came during the Spring for many
countries this year, destroying crops in the Indian subcontinent and causing drought in Italy. This in turn has
increased food prices, putting further pressure on countries already dealing with economic difficulties, conflict
and a global pandemic. And yet, despite the clear warnings Bhumi Devi is giving us, there is little sign of any
change in the policies causing this harm. Srila Prabhupada was well aware of the harmful impact of
materialism and the importance of living in tune with nature. In his purport to verse 1.8.40 of the Srimad
Bhagavatam, he said that “the more we go on increasing…troublesome industries to squeeze out the vital
energy of the human being, the more there will be unrest and dissatisfaction of the people in general,
although a few only can live lavishly by exploitation.” In fact, ISKCON’s aims include “teaching a simpler, more
natural way of life.” Srila Prabhupada also emphasised the importance of farm projects, like Bhaktivedanta
Manor, telling a devotee that if they were successful, “then all this industry will be closed. We do not have to
make propaganda, but automatically people will not want it.” As much as we might crave, a simpler, more
natural way of life, it can be hard to see how to achieve this in the modern world. But never fear, the School of
Bhakti has put together a brand new course packed with tips on how to do this! “Back to the Farm: Healing our
Hearts- And the Planet” will run on the final three Saturdays of September 2022. It will combine practical
sessions at Holland Farm and the Goshalla with insights from a range of Eco-Bhakti practitioners. We’ll cover
everything from harvesting food and cow care to the spiritual dimensions of the climate crisis, explaining how
bhakti relates to it all and how each of us can make a difference to our planetary plight. Each session will be
followed by prasad at Holland Farm. To register please go to the School of Bhakti Website - Courses. We look
forward to meeting you in September!
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On Happiness

By Tina Savani

Happiness is a phenomenon and state of being that every single person, irrespective of who they are, wants
in this world. It would appear that all people, regardless of age, background, race or class, are relentlessly
chasing this one fundamental thing.But not many people deeply contemplate on how they can achieve the
true inner joy and bliss that seems to elude so many people. If we analyse empirical data on happiness,
studies have shown that giving and expressing love, care and compassion are observed as being the most
effective ways of increasing a person’s level of happiness. A lot of people may argue however, that things
like money, power, fame or the perfect job are more likely to give them happiness.But if we were to ask
people to dig deeper and get to the root of why they want those things, the general response would be
that they want to love and be loved, and thus experience happiness.Because, realistically speaking, nobody
would pursue those things if there was nobody else to witness it or share it with. So, we can conclude that a
person generally pursues money, power, fame, etc., because they think that attaining those things is their
ticket to some form of love and acceptance, which will result in happiness. The reality, however, is that if we
had a barometer showing our level of happiness and fulfilment in life, that level would correspond directly
to how much we function as carriers of love, not how much we own or how much wealth and power we
have. The perfect example is that of a young child with torn clothes playing on the streets in a developing
country who feels happy and fulfilled, in contrast to the CEO of a multimillion-pound company who has
immense power and wealth yet is deeply unhappy and depressed. This example is a clear indicator that
what’s going on internally – our state of consciousness – determines our level of happiness, not anything
external. All the wealth and power in the world cannot give us happiness if our consciousness is not on
point. Material success and acquisitions are capable of giving us temporary pleasure for sure, but not true
happiness and fulfilment. Kindness is one action that is believed to help elevate our consciousness and
thereby increase inner happiness and fulfilment. An example to illustrate this is when you help a person in
need, such as providing food to a homeless person. Seeing the joy and gratitude on a person’s face can
surely give you a temporary sense of fulfilment and satisfaction.
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Therefore, it can be argued that if you can feel a temporary sense of joy and happiness from carrying out
one small act of kindness, carrying out several acts of kindness throughout the day has the potential to
positively impact your consciousness and level of happiness immensely. But there’s obviously a catch – any
act of kindness should be carried out without expecting anything in return. Now, let us take a deeper look
at how being kind can increase happiness. In a nutshell, what goes around comes around – you reap what
you sow. That is simply the law of karma. The love and care that you give out will inevitably come back to
you in kind (though not necessarily from the same place that you gave it, and not necessarily straight
away). This means that what you do unto others is also what you’re doing to yourself. However, helping
people does not mean that you should hurt yourself in the process. Rather, you should use your intelligence
to give in a way that is beneficial for both yourself and others. In addition, there are also immediate
benefits, as studies have clearly shown that being kind and compassionate releases endorphins in the
brain; these are the brain’s natural painkiller, which in turn help to reduce negativity and make us feel
happier. Think about how happy and satisfied you feel after helping someone, and conversely, how
dissatisfied you feel after fighting with someone. So, it’s quite clear-cut – being kind releases happy
hormones, whereas being unkind has the opposite effect. Another contributing factor to happiness is
having strong and healthy relationships. Studies have found that satisfying relationships not only make
people happy, but are also associated with better health and a longer life. Great saints and scriptures tell
us that happiness is “an inside job,” but what does that actually mean in practice?
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On Happiness

By Tina Savani

Well, by acting in accordance with our true spiritual nature, we can become happy and fulfilled. Naturally,
the next question that arises is, what is our true nature? Our true nature is that of pure spirit souls who are
sac-cid-ananda, or eternal, full of bliss and full of knowledge. Ultimately, we are all loving associates and
servants of Krishna, the Supreme Personality of Godhead, and our place is with Him in the spiritual world.
However, repeatedly taking birth in this material world has conditioned us to such an extent that we have
forgotten our true identities; instead we consider our bodies to be our very selves. Yet, underneath all those
layers of conditioning and contamination that have accumulated over many lifetimes, the pure spirit soul
still remains. The Bhagavad Gita explains that we can only be truly satisfied and happy when we offer
devotional service to Lord Krishna. Because we are parts and parcels of Krishna, our constitutional position
is to serve Him. And by serving Lord Krishna, all of the conditioning that has built up over many lifetimes will
gradually be removed. This conditioning includes selfish desires, greed, lust, anger, pride, etc. Thus,
endeavouring to reduce our material conditioning is very important. Sometimes, we hear about celebrities
who have absolutely everything the material world has to offer, yet who experience emptiness and
unhappiness. This is because they are not engaging themselves in a way that is in alignment with their true
nature. They are not connecting with the Supreme Lord, who is the source of real happiness, and thus that
happiness always eludes them, no matter how much success or fame they may attain. So, in summary, both
the scriptures and various studies assert that true happiness and fulfilment can be attained by cultivating
kindness and compassion in conjunction with devotional service to Lord Krishna, as well as building loving
and caring relationships founded on selfless service.
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STUFFED PANEER MIRCH
TIME
30 MINUTES

SERVES
2

INGREDIENTS
6 GREEN CHILIES- LARGE SIZE
1 CUP RAJAGRA FLOUR - ROASTED
2 TBSP FARALI FLOUR - ROASTED
1⁄2 CUP PANEER FRIED - GRATED
1⁄2 CUP CABBAGE FINELY CHOPPED
2 TBSP GREEN CHILIES CHOPPED
1⁄2 TBSP GINGER CHOPPED
2 TBSP CORIANDER CHOPPED
1 TBSP MANGO POWDER
1 TBSP SUGAR
OIL TO DEEP FRY
WATER AS NEEDED

METHOD
FILLING:
1. SLIT THE BIG GREEN CHILIES TO MAKE A POCKET.
REMOVE THE SEEDS FROM CHILIES
2. HEAT OIL 1 TBSP IN NON-STICK PAN ADDS
CABBAGE,PANEER, GREEN CHILIES, AND GINGER.
SAUTÉ FOR 2 MINUTES. KEEP ASIDE FOR IT TO COOL.
3. ADD CORIANDER, MANGO POWDER, CORIANDER,
SUGAR AND SALT AND MIX WELL.
4. STUFF THE MIXTURE INTO THE SLIT CHILIES.
PASTRY METHOD:
1. TAKE A BOWL; ADD FLOUR, SALT AND WATER TO
MAKE A MEDIUM DOUGH.
2. ROLL OUT THE DOUGH AND CUT INTO 1” WIDE
STRIPS WITH A KNIFE OR PIZZA CUTTER.
3. KEEP ASIDE.
FULL METHOD:
1. STARTING AT ONE END OF THE BIG GREEN CHILI,
PROPERLY WRAP THE STRIPS AROUND EACH CHILI.
2. HEAT OIL IN A DEEP FRY PAN, DEEP FRY THE
STRIP COVERED CHILIES TILL THEY TURN INTO
GOLDEN BROWN IN COLOUR AND APPEAR CRISPY.
3. REMOVE FROM THE FRYING PAN. DRAIN ON AN OIL
ABSORBENT PAPER OR TISSUE PAPER IN A PLATE.
4. SERVE HOT WITH CHUTNEY.
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APPLE PIE
TIME
30 MINUTES

SERVES
2

INGREDIENTS
8 RED APPLES
2 CUPS FARALI FLOUR
1 TSP CINNAMON POWDER
1⁄4 T S P V A N I L L A E S S E N C E
1 CUP SUGAR
1⁄2 C U P B U T T E R M E L T E D
APPLE SLICES FOR GARNISH

METHOD
FILLING:
1. PEEL APPLES AND CUT THEM IN TO 1/4”
SMALL DICE CUT.
2. HEAT BUTTER IN A NON-STICK PAN,
ADD APPLES AND COOK
FOR 10 MINUTES ON MEDIUM HEAT.
3. ADD SUGAR AND CINNAMON POWDER,
VANILLA ESSENCE;
STIR FOR ANOTHER 3-4 MINUTES THEN
KEEP MIXTURE ASIDE.
BASE:
1. TAKE FARALI FLOUR AND BUTTER, MIX
WELL TO KNEAD SOFT
DOUGH.
2. MAKE 2 EQUAL DOUGH PORTIONS IN
ROUND BALLS. ROLL
OUT ROUND TORTILLA/ PASTRY WITH
SIMILAR THICKNESS OF A
PARATHA, PLACE ONE PASTRY IN A
ROUND GREASED BAKING
TRAY.
3. PREHEAT OVEN ON 180 DEGREES;
PLACE BAKING TRAY IN
OVEN AND BAKE TILL IT TURNS SLIGHT
BROWN IN COLOR.
4. REMOVE TRAY FROM OVEN; SPREAD
APPLE MIXTURE EVENLY
ON BAKED PASTRY.
5. COVER ANOTHER PASTRY ON TOP OF
THE BAKED PASTRY;
GENTLY PRESS ALL EDGES OF THE TOP
PASTRY. PRICK A FEW
TINY HOLES ON TOP OF THE PASTRY OR
CUT 3 SLITS SLIGHTLY
PART IN 1-2” IN LENGTH.
6. PLACE THE BAKING TRAY AGAIN IN THE
OVEN; BAKE UNTIL THE
TOP PASTRY LAYER TURNS BROWN IN
COLOR.
7. REMOVE THE APPLE PIE FROM OVEN
AND KEEP IT ASIDE TO
COOL.
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